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OSTRACO SUITES RECOGNIZED FOR THE 2023 HAUTE 

GRANDEUR GLOBAL AWARDS 

The most prestigious Excellence Award in the Hospitality Industry have just been announced. The 

Official 2023 Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards recognizes the top-rated hotels around the world 

that offer exceptional customer service, high standards in all aspects of the hotel and unparalleled 

experiences for their guests. 

Award-winning establishments are perceived as the benchmark in the industry and Haute Grandeur 

Global Hotel Awards only award the most remarkable, of already exceptional hotels, spas and 

restaurants. This year the standout comments submitted by first-hand customer experiences 

included exceptional service, comfortable amenities, and state-of-the art facilities. Award-winning 

hotels have gone above and beyond to create unforgettable experiences to their guests from the 

smallest details to the grandest gestures.  

“These Awards trigger greater success in already remarkable hospitality establishments and set a 

new standard of excellence,” says Founder and President, Marinique de Wet. “The Haute Grandeur 

Global Awards is more than just a celebration of our dignitaries’ achievements. It honours the 

principles of hard work, commitment, determination, leadership and success. More than ever before, 

recognition helps teams to remain positive and goal driven," continues de Wet. 

Ostraco Suites has won an Excellence Award for: 

• Best Coastal Hotel in Greece 

Oikonomopoulos Panos, the Hotel Manager of Ostraco Suites said: “It is a great honour to receive an 

award from the globally recognised Haute Grandeur Global Awards. We always try to take the extra 

step by providing our guests with an outstanding experience and create wonderful memories that 

will last for life!” 

He continues to say “This award is a huge accomplishment for us, yet a reminder to maintain our 

standards and elevate them. With our passion and the relentless willingness to improve and offer top 

level services, the stay at Ostraco Suites becomes a beautiful framed image in the back of our guest's 

mind. A happy place that will always be there for them! Awards and memories are eternal, and we 

like to have something so beautiful that will never let us forget our purpose and what motivates us 

and gives us joy!” 

About Ostraco Suites: 

Ostraco is a luxury boutique hotel located in the heart of Mykonos Island, bringing you Mykonos on a 

silver platter. For more than 30 years, we provide genuine and authentic Greek hospitality and 

services of luxury that translate into the untamed, Mykonian spirit. Care-free and always in style 

summer holidays is our goal. 

Contact us: reservations@ostraco.gr 


